HOME GARDEN
Cultivation-Feeling with Urban STYLE
Available now!
The packaging design includes five different languages!



Mini-Garten mit
LED Pflanzenlicht



Elegant
schlichtes Design



Für Kräuter und
Salate

HOME GARDEN represents the fresh and newly created Romberg STYLE category and is aimed specifically at designsavvy and trend-conscious connoisseurs of healthy cuisine, who attach great importance to innovative cultivation products
with sophisticated characteristics.
The Mini-Garden with LED plant light combines modern design and functionality. Individual cultivation ideas can be
implemented in the smallest of spaces. You are open-minded and would like to try out the cultivation of trendy MicroGreens
or do you prefer classic herbs like chives and parsley? HOME GARDEN gives seedlings a decisive kick in the growing
phase and enables a large culinary variety!
The integrated LED light source allows not only an all-season and daylight-independent cultivation, it also promotes the
freshness of purchased herbs and salads. On a surface of 40 cm, pots of various sizes can be attractively placed. Basil,
oregano and co. retain their characteristic and spicy flavor for a longer time. Perfect for the daily dose of healthy green! The
puristic and elegant design of the Mini-Garden make it a decorative Home & Living article and provides cultivation and
freshness with “that certain something"!
HOME GARDEN OVERVIEW
The Mini-Garden with its LED lightning is ideal for all-season cultivation and keeps the freshness of herbs and salads. It
combines technical product features with a stylish ambience.
Recommended retail price incl. value added tax 49,95 €.
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HOME GARDEN
Propagation and freshness with design & atmosphere
Available now!
The packaging design includes five different languages!

 Mini-Garden with
LED plant light
 Independent from
day light
 Elegant plain
design
 For herbs and
salads
 Max. plant height
up to 35 cm
(including pot)

Product description
 Power Consumption: 14 W
 Correlated Color Temperature CCT: 4,000 K
 Operation Temperature: 20 – 400 C, the temperature
depends on operation time and external factors. The area
around the lamp can heat up
 Wavelength ratio: 285 μmol/ m2/s (at a distance of 10 cm),
112 μmol/ m2/s (at a distance of 20 cm)
 The lamp contains permanently installed LED bulbs.
Energy efficiency class A-A++
 Beam Angle: 1200
 Service life: 25,000 h
 Three clips are included to run the cable as you wish
 Cable length: 2 m
 Material: PVC
 Matching products: Propagator S (item-no. 10294100) and
heating mat S (item-no. 12093104)

POS placement
opportunities:




Within the
propagation
product range
As decorative
Home & Living
product

Item-no.

EAN

Items

LP

RRP*

16294399

4005728903905

3

24,98 €

49,95 €

* Recommended retail price incl. value added tax

Packaging unit

Unit box (includes 3 items)

Dimensions in cm: L 50,5 x W 43,5 x H 5,5
Dimensions in cm installed: L 48,0 x W 21,0 x H 40,0
Weight gross: 1,860 g / item.
Weight net: 1,520 g / item

Dimensions in cm: L 51,0 x W 43,7 x H 16,5
Weight box: Approx. 490 g
Weight incl. box: 6,070 g
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